
Concepts for bioregional development 
 

Bioregion 
The missing element from much current work on transition to a low energy 
economy.  A natural region, based on landforms and ecosystems rather than 
arbitrary political boundaries (although they do sometimes coincide).  Often 
bounded by hills and mountains, coasts, rivers or defined by river catchment 
systems.  A distinction is sometimes made between geo-regions and eco-regions 
but both are types of bioregion.  Bioregions of different scale are nested within 
one another and they also overlap. 
“Archaeology records a series of civilisations that rose and fell as they depleted 
their bioregional resource base.”  David Holmgren 
See http://greendealmanchester.wordpress.com/the-manchester-bioregion/ 
http://blog.permacultureglobalreport.com/2008/03/find-your-life-place.html  
Key text Sale, K (1985)  Dwellers in the Land, San Francisco (USA):  Sierra Club. 
 

Bubble 
Speculative growth in financial assets that outstrips the value that can be 
sustained by a more fundamental measure.  So the recent phase of 
financialisation of the economy has meant the inflation of property values and 
that of stock and commodity derivatives to a degree that a crash in valuation was 
inevitable.  It is also arguable that the so called real economy that underpinned 
the financial economy is itself a bubble dependent on temporary support from 
finite energy subsidies.  Again values will crash when they can no longer be 
sustained, or example as a result of the escalating cost of transport. 
See  
Gowan, P. (2009) Crisis in the Heartland:  Consequences of the New Wall Street 
System New Left Review 55, 
http://www.newleftreview.org/?page=article&view=2759  
David Harvey interview Exploring the logic of capital:  
http://www.socialistreview.org.uk/article.php?articlenumber=10801  
Carlota Pérez, C. (2009) Technological roots and structural implications of the 
double bubble at the turn of the Century  http://www-
cfap.jbs.cam.ac.uk/publications/files/WP31.pdf. 

Capacitation 
Term literally translated from the Spanish and Portuguese.  However in English it 
does not have a ready meaning and is sometimes wrongly translated as ‘training’.  
It means something more akin to the combination of training and development of 
appropriate and productive methods together with the support structures needed 
to make them feasible.  It implies an investment in human capital, not just in 



knowledge and skills but also in the social relations and social supports 
necessary for the realisation of the benefit from training and education1.   
See Carmen, R (2000)  A Future for the Excluded: Job Creation and Income Generation 
by the Poor - Clodomir Santos De Morais and the Organizational Workshop.  London:  
Zed Books. 
 

Capital 
We use the word with a capital ‘C’ to indicate the subsystem of capital in 
economic terms together with the actions, strategy, ideology of those who work 
to increase the accumulation of capital – its production and reproduction and 
expansion.  These people were initially the classical industrial capitalists of the 
19th Century, but over the last 100 years the function has been to greater or 
lesser extent become systemic in nature, with the development of professions 
such as accountancy and the establishment of bodies such as pension funds and 
corporate bonds that function objectively as the capitalist.   
See Harvey, D (2006) Limits to Capital, London, Verso. 
http://davidharvey.org/ 
The term capital is also used in accounting in a more restricted sense to mean 
non-recurrent and usually large sums of money, typically used for buildings and 
other plant.  This meaning, depending on the system in which it is utilised, is 
close to the Marxist notion of fixed capital. 
Human capital is used to describe the acquired capacities of a population or 
group.  Social capital (Bourdieu, Putnam – who use the term in rather different 
ways) refers to the supportive, solidarity-forging interrelations among the 
members of that population, respectively.  See Kagan, C et al Community 
Activism, Participation and Social Capital on a Peripheral Housing Estate  
http://www.compsy.org.uk/bergenpaper_social_capital.pdf  
 

Carrying capacity 
In ecological terms, the carrying capacity of an ecosystem is the size of the 
population or community that can be supported indefinitely upon the available 
resources and services of that ecosystem. Living within the limits of an 
ecosystem depends on three factors: 

1. the amount of resources available in the ecosystem; 
2. the size of the population or community; and 
3. the amount of resources each individual within the community is 

consuming. 
From the Encyclopaedia of sustainable development 
http://www.ace.mmu.ac.uk/esd/menu.html 
http://www.ace.mmu.ac.uk/esd/principles/carrying_capacity.html  
                                            
1 There is an important point behind this wider meaning – competence is not a property of an 
individual person but something shared between the individual and their social context – the 
culture makes us competent.  Elsewhere we call this ‘social capability’, see 
http://openlibrary.org/b/OL10184601M/Social-Skills-for-People-With-Learning-Disabilities  



See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrying_capacity  
 

City Region 
The term city region came into widespread use in Britain to mean something like 
the metropolitan area, or city-orientated conurbation around 2004, following the 
dropping of plans for regional assemblies in England, itself a result of the 
rejection of this plan in a referendum in North East England. 
With the budget statement 2009 the concept gained further momentum as 
Manchester and Leeds were granted ity region status, conferring increased 
economic autonomy on the inter-authority bodies – in the vase of Manchester 
AGMA, the Assocation of Greater Manchester Authorities. 
See http://www.nwda.co.uk/news--events/press-releases/200901/manchester-
city-region-status.aspx  
http://www.nwda.co.uk/news--events/press-releases/200901/manchester-city-
region-status.aspx  
http://greendealmanchester.wordpress.com/2009/05/17/new-commentary-on-the-
manchester-city-region-pilot-announcement/  
 

Contradiction 
Within a particular complex system, certain elements will compete with one 
another, cancel each other out, or create a crisis situation that can only be 
resolved through some more fundamental change.  In the system of capitalism, 
contradictions emerge that threaten its survival.  Marx and Engels pointed to the 
contradiction between forces of production and relations of production.  They 
also showed how the expansion of production contradicted the impoverishment 
of working people leading to repeated crises.  Today the capitalist system 
produces ever more capital which has to be absorbed/recycled – similarly its 
over-production of consumer goods produces a contradiction in terms of the 
available market to absorb the goods – particularly as wages have been kept 
down under the neoliberal regime – hence the credit bubble and crash.  Finally 
the dependence of the capitalist system on ever greater resource throughputs 
contradicts the finite scale of the planet on which we live. 
For Marxian analysis then, contradictions within the system and between the 
system and its environment are a fundamental way of understanding its repeated 
crises and its eventual destruction.  However a note of caution is required: 
capitalism has proved extremely flexible, finding a variety of ‘fixes’ that enabled it 
to overcome its contradictions. 
 

Crash 
This is what happens after a population overshoots the capacity of its 
environment to support it – note that this only requires one critical limiting factor. 



See Diamond, J  (2006) Collapse. 
http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=QyzHKSCYSmsC&dq=diamond+collapse  
 

Crisis 
In formal terms this means a situation wherein the contradictions of a system 
reach a level beyond which they cannot be contained.  This leads to a 
reorganisation of resources, arrangements, relationships, values and so on.  For 
example the crisis of Keynesian ‘welfare capitalism’ in the 1970s led to a crisis 
that led to the imposition of a regime of neoliberal policies, first by the Labour 
government and then by the Tories.  This involved a curtailment of the power of 
organised labour, the movement of public assets into private hands (privatisation, 
demutualisation, etc), the conversion of some things into commodities (social 
care , education, public space) and hence generators of profit and the extension 
of the capitalist system to new areas of the globe – for example via neo-
colonialism rolling back the advances made by national liberation struggles in the 
former empires and the eventual overstretch of the soviet socialist states leading 
to their collapse and entry into the capitalist global orbit. 
Or we could look at he example of Peak Energy which will provoke a set of linked 
crises in relation to the economy as a whole, food distribution and security, 
transportation and human settlement, etc. 
Less formally, ‘crisis’ refers to any situation in which a system faces a significant 
challenge. 
 

Drawdown 
This is where resources needed to support life are consumed at a greater rate 
than they are replaced.  Sound familiar? 

Edge 
An ecological concept.  The edge or ‘ecotone’ is where two ecosystems meet.  
This area tends to have characteristics of both ecosystems with a resulting 
richness of species and energy transactions.  The edge concept is used 
extensively in permaculture as a design principle to maximise yield.  It can also 
be applied to social systems. 
See http://www.permacultureprinciples.com/principle_11.php  
http://www.thepsychologist.org.uk/archive/archive_home.cfm?volumeID=20&editi
onID=146&ArticleID=1172  
http://www.compsy.org.uk/edge.htm   

Endogenous development 
Endogenous development means development from within – in this case from 
within the communities of the Manchester-Mersey bioregion.  It must be stressed 
that endogenous development does mean a change of emphasis from global 
competition to relative regional self-reliance.  It means creating, sharing and 



using wealth locally and not depending on inward investment – the model that 
became dominant during the height of neoliberal madness.  The term is being 
used in Venezuela to describe local economic development supported by State 
aid. 
 

Energy austerity 
Energy austerity means the coming times when (unless the technologists 
manage to make nuclear fusion, thorium reactors, algae or such like work) we 
will have to live on considerably less energy than we are used to.  This has 
profound implications for the way we organise the economy and live our lives.  
So much of hat is taken for granted is based on massive energy inputs, most of it 
from hydrocarbons – food, travel, heating, lighting, telecommunications, 
construction, and hence the very spatial and temporal (to do with time) nature of 
our settlements. 
See the Transition Handbook http://www.appropedia.org/TTH:_Introduction  
Post carbon Cities http://www.postcarboncities.net/  

Energy descent 
Refers to a community’s planned reduction of energy use, rather than waiting for 
a crisis.  See entry for Energy austerity  
See The Transition Handbook Chapter 2, section Why Energy Descent? 
http://www.appropedia.org/TTH_Chapter_2:_The_view_from_the_mountain-top  

Energy subsidy 
Refers to the idea that our current economic system is dependent on a 
supplementary resource in terms of large inputs of energy (mainly in the form of 
hydrocarbons – oil, gas, coal).  Other socio-economic systems have similarly 
used energy subsidies – e.g. water power, human power in he form of slavery, 
animal power.  The problem with the current situation is that the energy subsidy 
is not sustainable and therefore nor is the system. 
 

Fiscal stimulus 
Government spendig to re-stimulate a stagnant economy.  This comes from JM 
Keynes’ ideas on the stimulation of demand to get the economy moving again 
when in recession.  In the 1930s this was attempted by Roosevelt’s New Deal 
policies but actually the effective fiscal stimulus came in the form of military 
spending during the anti-fascist war of 1939-45.  In the present recession, 
caused by the bursting of the credit bubble, most governments have funded 
some degree of fiscal stimulus, financed by running up a big debt.  However 
much of this has gone straight into the banks (a transfer from public to private 
hands) and has not re-stimulated the ‘real’ economy.  Some commentators (e.g. 
the New Economics Foundation and The LSE group led by Nicolas Stern have 
called for a Green fiscal stimulus where spending on things like a massive home 



insulation programme would stimulate the economy.  But the catch from an 
ecological point of view is that this will just get us back to business as usual, the 
continued burning of the planet’s assets beyond a sustainable (i.e. replacement) 
level. 

Food security 
The ability of a community (family, village, town, region, country) to guarantee 
food for its people.  In the UK we import the greater part of our food and have 
very low stocks of staples.  Food security is therefore low despite the apparent 
abundance which is dependent on the continuation of supply chains.  The 
vulnerability of these was demonstrated during the lorry driver’s dispute in 2000. 
See 
http://www.21school.ox.ac.uk/downloads/briefings/PFPShould_Britain_Feed_Itse
lf.pdf  
http://www.neweconomics.org/gen/z_sys_PublicationDetail.aspx?PID=271  
http://transitionculture.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/CanBritain.pdf  
 

Green Deal 
We use this as a catch all term for any package of ecological friendly policies and 
initiatives that are also characterised by an emphasis on maximising social and 
economic justice for all. 
See http://greendealmanchester.wordpress.com/  
 

Green New Deal 
The New Economics Foundation and others have proposed a Green New Deal 
which would specifically re-stimulate the present economy through ecologically 
friendly policies.  However this approach we believe will sooner or late result in 
contradictions between ecology and the dynamic of capital accumulation. 
See http://www.neweconomics.org/gen/z_sys_publicationdetail.aspx?pid=258  

Keynesianism 
In the years of the Great Depression of the 1930s, John Maynard Keynes 
proposed that in order to get the economy moving again government should put 
additional money into the economy.  It could do this through major public 
expenditure programmes, financed by public debt that would be repaid as the 
economy boomed again.  The idea was to put money back into people’s pockets 
(reducing their tendency to save/hoard in difficult times) and thereby get 
production and distribution moving again.   In the current recession most 
governments have made some degree of intervention of this sort. 
The idea is of course to ameliorate the perverse functioning of the market, not to 
radically alter the capitalist system itself.  However in the post war period 
increased public spending had a Keynesian demand stimulatory effect, also 
altering the balance (temporarily, it turned out) between capital and labour. 



Marxism 
Karl Marx and Frederich Engels developed a revolutionary way to understand 
society.  This was based on two key discoveries.  Firstly the materialist basis of 
history – that what happens in human society is a result of the processes that 
produce the wherewithal to live (food, shelter, warmth and so on).  It is this rather 
than the will of rulers, ideas and beliefs, that is fundamental, which is not to say 
that the role of ideas or of leaders, of politics is unimportant or insignificant.  
Secondly that capitalist production, growth and the creation of wealth is based on 
the extraction of surplus value from the worker – the theft of time and effort.  
Upon this base Marx and Engels developed an encompassing approach, that is 
still being taken forward by others, that is at once a critique of conventional 
economics (and social science) and a tool (not a dogma) for making sense of the 
world we live in, for example why economic growth is the current faith and dogma 
despite evidence of its environmental consequences, why there is still global 
poverty, why national and international agreements damage the interests of 
ordinary people, or why there are still wars.   
Marx and Engels also emphasised the role of working people themselves in 
overturning capitalism and for this reason their influence has been particularly 
important in the international movements of workers and peasants (but much 
less so in the English speaking world).  They were not just ivory tower scholars 
(Engels didn’t even get to University), but practical revolutionaries – what Antonio 
Gramsci later called organic intellectuals, at their best expounding neither theory 
or practice alone, but praxis, the unity of theory and practice. 
Marxism is the name given to this approach to making sense of the world.  It has 
been linked with the socialist states of the last century but many Marxists stand 
outside that tradition.  Marxian is a term sometimes used to describe those 
approaches that draw on Marx but also add other concepts and analyses. 
Marxism has found new vigour in the experience of exclusion and 
impoverishment in the countries of the global South and of the crash that began 
in 2007.  As Enrique Dussel put it, the second century of Marx (l983–2083) will 
be particularly fertile  

Marx in his second century will be something very different from in his first century.  He will be a 
Marx whose critical thought will be in the hands of humanity - critical of capitalism and, in a 
positive way (opening its democratic and creative era),of [soviet] socialism. We are perhaps 
nearer to Marx than ever. 
 

Peak Energy 
A concept developed initially in relation to oil reserves where it noted that the 
critical point for an oil dependent economy was not the point at which oil reserves 
were exhausted but the point at which consumption outstripped the discovery of 
new reserves.  For any oil reserve there is a peak in output after which it 
inexorably declines with remaining reserves progressively more difficult to extract.  
This relationship applies for a particular oil reserve, country, region or the world 
as a whole. 
The same thinking can be applied to gas, coal, uranium. 



Peak (non-renewable) energy is a limiting factor on any economy that does not 
have alternative energy supplies and/or one that squanders its energy. 
See  http://www.theoildrum.com/  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ulxe1ie-vEY  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybRz91eimTg&feature=related  
 

Permaculture 
Originally conceived of as “permanent agriculture” but subsequently broadened 
to mean a design approach to human settlement and cultivation based on 
ecological principles.  The idea is to mimic natural systems (such as a woodland 
ecology or forest edge) to build resilience and maximise yield.  The concept was 
developed in Australia and not all techniques associated with permaculture (for 
example sheet mulching) have travelled well to other places.  Nevertheless as a 
design approach it has great potential and an increasingly varied and mature 
body of practice and evidence to rest on.  Moreover some classic permaculture 
design ideas such as the combined chicken-shed and greenhouse or the forest 
garden illustrate the principles in action.  Emphasises necessary use, 
combination of functions, harvesting of natural energies and resources (e.g. 
rainwater, solar radiation). 
See 
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/perma.html 
http://www.holmgren.com.au/DLFiles/PDFs/EssenceofPC3.pdf  
 

Resilience 
“Resilience is the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganise 
while undergoing change, so as to still retain essentially the same function, 
structure, identity and feedbacks.”2 
This capacity of a system (or community) depends on at least four dimensions 
including 

1. • Diversity – the variation within the system.  A field of one crop is more 
vulnerable to pest attack than a field of mixed crops. 

2. • Modularity – the extent to which the system is broken up into relatively 
autonomous subsystems.  The banking crash of 2008 was exacerbated by 
the size and interdependence of financial institutions. 

3. • Tightness of Feedbacks – the speed with which the system can respond 
to disturbance.  You are sitting in the garden and it begins to rain, so you 
bring in the washing before it gets wet.   You are inside and don’t notice it 
is raining until the washing is soaked.  In the former case the feedback is 
tight. 

                                            
2 Walker, B, Hollinger, C.S., Carpenter, S.R. and Kinzig, A. (2004) ‘Resilience, Adaptability and 
Transformability in Social-ecological Systems’, Ecology and Society 9 (2) p.5.  cited at 
http://www.appropedia.org/TTH_Chapter_3:_Why_rebuilding_resilience_is_as_important_as_cutt
ing_carbon_emissions  



4. • Redundancy – the extent to which the system has duplication of 
elements.  If you are growing 1 lettuce and the slugs get it, you have no 
lettuce.  If you have several plants you can afford to lose one. 

Our economies with their monopolies, just in time supply chains and reliance on 
oil inputs are not resilient – “nine meals from anarchy”. 
See 
http://www.appropedia.org/TTH_Chapter_3:_Why_rebuilding_resilience_is_as_i
mportant_as_cutting_carbon_emissions 
 

Shock proofing 
The process of building resilience to reasonably foreseeable shocks and threats.  
For example, strengthening flood defences, increasing the capacity of local 
communities to grow and store food.  So far the emphasis of public authorities 
has been more on strengthening crisis management systems (for example in the 
event of a terrorist strike, or a pandemic) but not to increase the resilience of the 
community and its economy as a means of reducing vulnerability to the shock. 
Both resilience and shock proofing as understood here stand somewhere 
between the mitigation and adaptation strategies for preventing and responding 
to (for example) climate change. 

Strategic localism 
It is necessary in a post carbon world to live our lives more locally.  It will be 
necessary to source many more things locally, to travel less, to make our 
horizons more local.  But this is not going to be a total localisation, returning to a 
village scale.  Strategic localism recognises that the bioregional scale is the 
appropriate one for organising an economy in a post carbon world.  It rejects 
parochialism and is internationalist in perspective, yet it is localist because of the 
need to live on a smaller scale, from a smaller footprint.  It is strategic because it 
prioritises the degree of localness according to the need, the scarcity of the 
product, the appropriate scale of organisation.  It is a corollary of trade 
subsidiarity. 

Trade subsidiarity 
Because of the imperatives of reducing energy expenditure and (re)generating a 
real local economy it is at the regional level that transformative green strategies 
can make the most sense.  It is unsustainable to import our food and our sources 
of wealth from outside the region.  Some needs will have to be met from imports 
and trade but a principle of subsidiarity needs to be applied – only bring in those 
things that are both necessary and cannot be sourced or made locally.  There will 
of course still be relationships with other parts of the world.  These will involve 
necessary trade, sharing of knowledge and solidarity.  Moreover in our relatively 
fortunate situation we have an ongoing responsibility to some producers as a 
result of the distortion of agriculture and other production over the years of 
colonial and postcolonial domination – thus Windward Island bananas might still 



be imported (by hi-tech sailing ship?) while aid is given to enable that bioregion 
to endogenously develop in its own right. 

See P. A. Kropotkin, Fields, factories, and workshops; or, Industry combined with 
agriculture and brain work with manual work (New, rev., and enl. ed.). New York 
and London,: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1912. 

Transition 
Moving from one state to another.  But here we mean the managed process of 
moving from the hydrocarbon-dependent, productivist-consumptionist current 
system to one where we live within the resources of the planet.  There is a 
growing movement that uses a concept akin to this to plan for transition to low 
carbon living in particular towns, cities, neighbourhoods.   The Green Deal for the 
Manchester-Mersey Bioregion is a transition approach at the bioregional level. 
See http://transitiontowns.org/Main.HomePage 
http://www.appropedia.org/The_Transition_Handbook_-_free_edit_version  

Watershed 
The area of land that drains its water into a particular river system the catchment 
of the river system. 
Thus the Mersey watershed includes the West face of the Pennines between 
behind Rochdale and Congleton and the various tributaries that join the estuary 
(Roch, Irk, Medlock, Dane, Bollin, Weaver, and so on).  But the watershed is 
more than the rivers – it is the land around them. 
Watersheds often define the boundaries of a bioregion. 


